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Disclaimer
This is a confidential document.
The information contained in this document is confidential and proprietary and is
intended only for the persons to whom it is transmitted by PowerAvenue Corp. Any
reproduction of this document, in whole or in part, or the divulgence of any of its
contents, without the prior written consent of PowerAvenue is prohibited. Receipt or
possession of this document does not convey any rights to disclose its contents, in
whole or in part, to any third party, or to develop, manufacture, use, or sell anything described herein.
The statements contained in this document are not purely historical. They are forward-looking statements including PowerAvenue’s beliefs, expectations, hopes, or
intentions regarding the future. All forward-looking statements are made as of the
date hereof and are based on information available to PowerAvenue as of such
date. It is important to note that actual outcome and the actual results could differ
materially from those in such forward-looking statements. Factors that could cause
actual results to differ materially include risks and uncertainties such as technological, environmental, legislative, financial, and marketplace changes.

Resources
All information and material cited in this document, unless otherwise noted, are
either generated by PowerAvenue and its affiliates and subcontractors or adopted
from public domain information of entities such as the U.S. Department of Energy.
Other references are cited at the section entitled “List of Data Sources.”

Safe Harbor
This presentation contains forward-looking statements for purposes of the safe
harbor provisions under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995.
Statements contained herein that are not statements of historical fact may be
deemed to be forward-looking information. Without limiting the foregoing, words
such as “anticipates,” “believes,” “could,” “estimate,” “expect,” “intend,” “may,”
“might,” “should,” “will,” and “would” and other forms of these words or similar
words are intended to identify forward-looking information. PowerAvenue’s actual
results may differ materially from those indicated by these forward-looking statements as a result of various important factors. PowerAvenue disclaims any obligation to update these forward-looking statements. Factors that could cause results to
differ materially from those contained in PowerAvenue’s forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, our failure to complete development of our
products; failure of our products to achieve commercial acceptance; our inability
to expand our production facilities, manufacture our products at commercially
acceptable costs, or establish distribution relationships; the impact of competitive
products, and other factors detailed in any PowerAvenue documents.
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A Message from the CEO

PowerAvenue recognizes an unprecedented power demand increasing at twice
the world’s population growth rate. This demand, along with global warming, the
depletion of the ozone layer, the production of greenhouse gases, and the cre ation of “dead zones” in our oceans, lakes, and streams, creates a unique mar ket opportunity for energy innovation.
PowerAvenue is in the final stages of fuel cell product development and is poised
to mass produce clean power systems and devices to meet the enormous
demands of the 21st century, which are outpacing traditional solutions.
PowerAvenue will deliver competitively priced point of use systems that are
secure, safe, reliable, and environmentally friendly.
A PowerAvenue investment offers a world class business opportunity and repre sents a major contribution to creating sustainable global energy solutions. We will
shift the paradigm of generating electricity and change the way the world gets
power.

“… the most sig nificant initiative
in distributed
secure and clean
power generation of the 21st
century…”

Dr. Rocco Guarnaccia
Chairman & CEO

Our primary goal: delivery
of secure, safe, reliable,
environmentally friendly
technology at competitive
cost through high-volume
manufacturing.
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Innovators in Alternative Energy

Visionary Leadership
PowerAvenue Corp.
4215 Harding Rd., Suite 1202
Nashville, TN 37205 USA
Delaware File No. 3514853
Incorporated April 9, 2002
Web: PowerAvenueCorp.com
Email: PowerAvenue@aol.com
Chairman & CEO
Dr. Rocco Guarnaccia
4052 Basel Switzerland
Tel. +41-79-425 2885
Fax +41-61-311 4871
Email: PowerAvenue@Bluewin.ch
President - U.S. Operations
Prof. Dr. Firouz Shahrokhi
4215 Harding Rd., Suite 1202
Nashville, TN 37205 USA
Tel. 615-383 4906
Fax 615-269 3343
Mobile 615-415 9835
Email: PowerAvenue@aol.com
Technical Director
Prof. Dr. Norbert Auner
Institut für Anorganische Chemie
Johann Wolfgang Goethe Universität Frankfurt am Main
D-60439 Frankfurt am Main
Germany
Email: Auner@chemie.uni-frankfurt.de

COLLABORATING INSTITUTES
Cooperation and technical support in
hydrogen fuel cell development
Delft University of Technology and
Delft Institute for Sustainable Energy (DISE)
Prof. Dr. Joop Schoonman
Faculty of Applied Sciences
The Netherlands
Scientific and Technical Advisor
Technical University of Berlin
Institute for Energy Engineering
Prof. Dr. Ing. George Tsatsaronis
Germany

LEGAL OFFICES
Claxton, Sale & Quinn
Washington D.C. 20006-2992 USA
Waller, Lansden, Dortch & Davis
Nashville City Center
Nashville, Tennessee 37219-8966 USA

Germany
PowerAvenue GmbH
Mühlenstr.4
91126 Schwabach, Germany
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atradctsof DirectBoorasrd of Directors
C
on
Rocco Guarnaccia, Ph.D.
Chairman & CEO
PowerAvenue‘s
board of directors
is experienced in
international
business and
technology.

The visionary founder with over 30 years of experience in leadership.

Firouz Shahrokhi, Prof. Dr.
President, U.S. Operations
Specialist in the fields of energy, propulsion, and
telecommunication. Former professor of aerospace
and mechanical engineering at the University of
Tennessee and Vanderbilt University, in the stated
specialty, and consultant and advisor of the same to
the U.S. State Department – Agency for International
Development (AID), Department of Defense,
Department of Energy, NASA, several Middle East
countries, United Nations (UNDP), and major
telecommunications companies.
Norbert Auner, Prof. Dr.
Technical Director
Since 1997 full professor at the Department of
Inorganic and Analytical Chemistry at the GoetheUniversity, Frankfurt, Germany; former member of the
Technical Advisory Board of Dow Corning Corp.,
Midland, MI, U.S.A., and the Scientific Board of
Wacker-Chemistry GmbH; recipient in October 1987
of the Wacker-Silicon Award and in November 1987
of the Venia Legendi Award for Inorganic Chemistry.
Marc Battaille, Ph.D.
Chairman of INEX Group and several companies in
Hong Kong, the Netherlands, Switzerland, and the
United States; president of the International Public
Affairs Centre (IPAC).
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Innovators in Alternative Energy

A
vtiaso
Cd
on
ctrsy Board
Prof. Dr. Ing. George Tsatsaronis
Scientific & Technical Advisor
Institute for Energy Engineering
Technical University
Berlin – Germany

Prof. Dr. Ahad Nasab
Senior Technical Advisor
Department of Engineering
and Technology
Middle Tennessee State University
Murfreesboro, TN, USA

Prof. Edward S. Ayensu
Former Chairman
of the Inspection Panel
The World Bank – Washington

Archduke Christian of Austria
Co-founder and President
MultiPlus Finance S.A.
Geneva – Switzerland

Prof. Dr. J. Schoonman
Delft Chem Tech Laboratory
for Inorganic Chemistry
TU Delft, Netherlands

Prof. Dr. Aldo Steinfeld
Department für Maschinenbau
und Verfahrenstechnik
Swiss Federal Institute
of Technology
Zurich, Switzerland

Prof. Dr. H. C. Michael Grätzel
Director
Institute of Photonics
and Interfaces
Swiss Federal Institute
of Technology
Lausanne, Switzerland

Prof. Dr. Charles M. Lukehart
Technical Advisor
Department of Chemistry
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN
USA

We are in the early stages of a historic change in the
way we organize the earth’s energy.
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The Company

"We will increase our
research in better batteries for hybrid and electric cars, and in pollution-free cars that run on
hydrogen."
President
George W. Bush
State of the Union
Address, 2006

VISION

PowerAvenue and “fuel cell technology” will change the paradigm of electrical
power generation. Just as the Internet and cellular technology have changed the
world from centralized to distribute computing and telephony, PowerAvenue will
change power delivery from centralized systems to modular, point-of-use, distrib uted systems without expanding the expensive existing infrastructure.
PowerAvenue at first instance will focus primarily on proton exchange membrane
fuel cells, or PEMFCs, for its target power markets. PEMFCs are most suited to
PowerAvenue’s product families because they can operate at low pressures and
low temperature and provide reliable, clean, quiet, and efficient power. They
have high power-to-weight ratios and are rugged enough to be transported or
carried to locations where power is required. PEMFCs are the only fuel cell technology that can be applied to both of the fuel cell product families that
PowerAvenue will pursue: portable fuel cell power systems and stationary fuel
cell power systems, thus creating synergy and economies of scale.

“To Fundamentally
Change the Way the
World Gets Its Secure
and Clean Power”

PowerAvenue’s vision is “To Fundamentally Change the Way the World Gets Its
Secure and Clean Power” by bringing modular, low cost, high quality, mass-produced, point-of-use products to the power systems market. These environmentally
safe products represent a significant competitive advantage over the traditional,
high cost, one-of-a-kind systems in use today.

MISSION

PowerAvenue’s mission is “To Become a Worldwide Leader at Providing ‘World
Class’ Solutions for Secure and Clean Power.”

“To Become a
Worldwide Leader at
Providing World Class
Solutions for Secure
and Clean Power”
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PowerAvenue was organized as a Delaware corporation in 2002 after many
years of product development and has evolved into a mass manufacturer of
secure, clean power. With founders from notable financial institutions and leading
technology companies, the business is based on new, manufacturable, unique,
and proprietary fuel cell technologies, embodied in patents and distinct items of
intellectual property.

Clean power and water are leading political and economic issues of the 21st century. Increasing worldwide population pressures, pollution, and ever-increasing
health standards are stressing and overtaxing fresh water supplies, power generation capabilities, infrastructures, and traditional energy reserves.

On the Leading Edge of Technology

Some of PowerAvenue’s More Than 40 Innovations and Patents
(Patent numbers in parentheses)
• Method for producing silicon
(WO 03/059814)
• Method for production of silicon
nitride
(WO 02/090254)
• Method for generation of energy
(WO 02/090257)
• Method for producing hydrogen
(WO 2004/052774)
• Fuel cell and fuel cell arrangement
(DE 298 03 325.9)
• Device for energy transformation
having at least one fuel cell and/or
one hydrolyzer
(DE 199 16 243.3)
• Differential pressure security valve
(DE 100 53 609.3)

• Elongated fuel cell having cross
channels for gas supply
(DE 102 01 149.4)
• Fuel cell with an internal chamber,
in which a gas storage device is
placed
(DE 102 00 222.3)
• Air-heating device with fuel cell
(EP 03 000 250.5)
• Device for providing hydrogen
using silicon and/or aluminum and
water
(DE 10 2006 002394)
• Method of operating a fuel cell,
and device having a fuel cell
(DE 10 59 410.7)
• Fuel cell with an internal chamber,
in which a gas storage device is
placed (EP 02 029 001.1)

Leonardo DaVinci’s
drawings

… in the tradition of the greatest innovators
and visionaries throughout history …
Confidential
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Hydrogen
An important point to
note about hydrogen and
its use in fuel cells is that
hydrogen is not merely
another alternative fuel ,
but instead it offers a
remarkably different utilization process where
hydrogen is not “burned”
as with fossil or other
fuels, but instead its electron is separated to generate electricity. We may
therefore classify the use
of hydrogen in fuel cells
as an “alternative ener gy” as opposed to an
“alternative fuel.”

Hydrogen is the most abundant element
in the universe and the third most abundant element on earth. Oxidation of
hydrogen, unlike hydrocarbon-based
fuels, produces no toxic gases such as
CO, SO2 , and NO. Moreover, hydrogen does not have many of the adverse
properties of many other fuels such as
being toxic, corrosive, radioactive, polluting, and carcinogenic. Additionally,
hydrogen has the highest per unit mass
energy density compared to many traditional fuels.
On the other hand, hydrogen occupies
a larger volume in its gaseous form than
other fuels, but this limitation is being
challenged by many innovative schemes
to store hydrogen in liquid as well as
solid forms. PowerAvenue is currently
pursuing hydrogen storage using metal
hydrides, since it is anticipated that this
will result in the most compact storage
scheme.
An important point to note about hydrogen and its use in fuel cells is that
hydrogen is not merely another alterna-

Fuel

Energy
[kJ/g]

Coal
Brown coal
Wood
Gasoline
Diesel
Methanol
Natural gas
Hydrogen

29.3
8.1
14.6
43.5
42.7
19.6
50.0
119.9

Energy
[kJ/l]

tive fuel but offers a remarkably different utilization process where hydrogen
is not “burned” as with fossil or other
fuels, but instead its electron is separated to generate electricity. We may
therefore classify the use of hydrogen in
fuel cells as an “alternative energy” as
opposed to an “alternative fuel.”
Most hydrogen today is produced by
steam reformation of natural gas. For
the near term, this method of production will continue to dominate gasification of coal and partial oxidation of oil.
Hydrogen can be produced from a
variety of feedstocks using a variety of
process technologies. Feedstock
options include fossil resources, such as
coal, natural gas and petroleum, and
renewable resources, such as biomass,
sunlight, and wind.
The choice of production methods will
vary depending on the availability of
feedstock resources, the quantity of
hydrogen required, and the required
purity of hydrogen.

Typical Combustion Reactions Where Fuel “Burning” Takes Place
natural gas + oxygen

CO2 + water + 891 kJ/mole heat

gasoline + oxygen

CO 2 + water + 5471 kJ/mole heat

or
30,590
29,890
15,630
31.7
10

Noncombustion Alternative Energy Schemes (NASA’s Sodium Sulfide battery)
sodium + sulfur

sodium sulfide + 183 kJ/mole heat

PowerAvenue’s Use of Silicon to Generate Hydrogen
silicon + water

sand + hydrogen + 340 kJ/mole heat
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Leader in Promoting a Hydrogen-Based Economy

“With a new national commitment, our scientists and engineers will overcome obstacles to taking these
cars from laboratory to showroom so that the first car driven by a child born today could be powered
by hydrogen, and pollution-free.”
President George W. Bush 2003 State of the Union Address

Transportation

Biomass

Hydro

Wind
High Efficiency
& Reliability
Solar

Geothermal

H2

Nuclear
Zero/Near Zero
Emissions
Oil

Distributed Generation

Coal

Natural Gas
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Hydrogen

Edison Mission Group (EMG), a subsidiary of Edison International, and BP are planning a new $1 billion hydrogenfueled power plant in California that would generate clean electricity with minimal carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions.
“This will be the first plant of its kind in the whole country, and I think it is a perfect fit for our state. With our
Strategic Growth Plan, a commitment to air quality, and innovative projects like this hydrogen plant, I know we
can have clear skies, improve our quality of life, and build a stronger, more vibrant economy for California.”
California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger, February 10, 2006

Fuel Cell Energy versus Classical Combustion
Fuel Cell
Hydrogen

Grid
Oil
Gas
Coal
Emissions

Combustion

Better Life through Chemistry
sand + sun  silicon  hydrogen  clean & affordable energy
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Hydrogen Production from Sand via Silicon
The following is an adaptation of an
article by Prof. Dr. Norbert Auner and
published in Deutsche Bank Research
Notes Working Paper Series No. 11,
5. May 2004, p.1–12.

Two-Fifths of U.S. Energy
Mix Based on Petroleum
Primary energy consumption, 2004

Hydroelectric
Nuclear 7.1%
8%
Other
.9%

Coal
22%

Petroleum
39%

Natural Gas
23%

Source:
EIA, Short Term Energy Outlook, Nov. 2005

U.S. Emits the Most CO2
Energy-Related CO2
Emissions, 2004

U.S.
21%
Others
37%
EU-15
12%
India
4%

China
16%

Japan
4%
Russia
6%

Sources: UNFCCC, DW

U.S. Consumes One-Quarter
of World Oil Supply
Oil Consumption, 2004

Others
18%

U.S.
24%

Japan
6%
India
3%
China
9%

Latin
America
8%
EU-15
18%

Middle
East
7%

Sources: BP Statistical Review, June 2005

Russia
3%

Silicon as an intermediary between
renewable energy and hydrogen
Global reserves of coal, oil, and natural gas are decreasing drastically;
global energy requirements, however,
are dramatically increasing. Energy
generation using nuclear technology
could possibly become abandoned,
and regenerative energy sources are
not able to meet energy consumption
in major urban areas. The future lies
with hydrogen. However, this gas is
essentially totally manufactured from
fossil fuels and hence is of limited
abundance—not to mention the dangers
involved in its utilization. A new
approach to solving the energy problem is being sought. Silicon instead of
coal and oil: could this be the answer?
The current situation: motivation to
develop the present concept
Our present energy generation concepts are essentially based on carbon
(crude oil, natural gas) as a source of
raw materials. The resulting energy
supply process consequently produces
the greenhouse gas carbon dioxide,
CO2. Scientific studies prove that the
natural carbon-based resources are
becoming dramatically exhausted:
“Mankind consumes more carbonbased energy per day than was
formed in a thousand years of the
earth’s history.” Furthermore, it is
expected that energy consumption will
double in the next 40 years.
Taking into consideration the reprehending discussions aimed at effecting
a reduction in CO2 emission, it is
extremely apparent that the search for
and development of alternative energy
sources are of eminent importance.
This raises the logical question of finding an efficient secondary energy-carrying vehicle enabling permanent energy storage and safe energy transportation, since direct transport of primary
Confidential
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Hydrogen Production from Sand via Silicon



The Hydrogen Problem




Need:
Sources:
Production:

> 50 Mio t/year
Coal, natural gas, oil, water
> 90% petrochemical processes
~ 4% water electrolysis

3 C + O2 + H2O
CO + H2O

H2 + 3 CO
CO2 + H2 + 41 kJ

75 kJ + CH4
206 kJ + CH4 + H2O

C + 2 H2
CO + 3 H2

2 CnH2n+2 + n O2
CnH2m + n H2O

(2n + 2) H2 + 2n CO
(n + m) H2 + n CO

268 kJ + H2O





1

H2 + /2 O2
electrolysis:~ 5 kWh/m3 H2 ; efficiency ~ 60%
decreasing resources
carbon based
CO2 formation





H2 production

Hydrogen is currently manufactured
using crude oil or natural gas.
Water can be used as an alternative
hydrogen source—possibly involving
expensive and hazardous handling
during the transport and storage of
the hydrogen.
The energy input necessary to generate hydrogen from water is immense
(286 kJ/mol compared to 37.5
kJ/mol for natural gas [methane]).
The generation, storage, and transport of liquid or gaseous hydrogen
involves an enormous expenditure of
energy.

The technical feasibility of large-scale
activities involving hydrogen thus
requires the use of an intermediate storage medium for regenerative energy.
In other words, we are seeking a medium that is capable of decentrally producing hydrogen without the involvement of carbon or carbon dioxide.

natural resources
water based




energy expensive
H2 storage and transportation
gaseous: p = 200 bar, explosive
liquid:
T = 20 K
(condensation requires 1/3 of the heat of combustion)
Need of an efficient hydrogen carrier

electrical energy via longdistance high-voltage power lines is
prone to considerable energy losses.
According to numerous experts, this
future energy-carrying vehicle will be
hydrogen, which produces water as
the result of the highly efficient energydelivering combustion process. In spite
of huge investments, however, the
hydrogen-based energy concept is still
controversial, and rightly so:
Confidential
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These pre-requirements can be met
using three materials: silicon, water, and
air, where silicon is the energy carrier.
Silicon: Description, availability,
and reactivity
Approximately 75 percent of the accessible earth’s crust consists of silicon
dioxide, SiO2 (Si: 26.3 percent; O2:
48.9 percent).
A chemical process that enables a completely carbon-independent production
of silicon makes use of the resources
“sand” and inexpensive excess energy—ideally renewable forms—to manufacture silicon and thus act as an energy storage medium. Beginning with
conventional desert or sea sand, which
contains approximately 80–90 percent
α-quartz, silicon is obtained using technologically well-established, large-scale
processes as a high purity powder.

Scheme 1: Conventional carbon-based silicon production

The Energy Consuming Process
2 CO

2C

Outer reaction zone
SiO + 2C → SiC + CO
SiO
CO

SiC

Inner reaction zone
SiO2 + SiC → Si + SiO + CO

SiO2
SiO2
+
2C
↓
Si
+
2 CO

Si

This process is not in competition with
current silicon production via electric arc
ovens (Scheme 1); however, it could certainly develop into an attractive alternative as an option to permit the manufacture of silicon in a future with depleted
carbon reserves. The process remains
completely free of C/CO2, and no
byproducts are generated. The sole
starting material is sand, which, in contrast to the present-day technology, can
even be used in low-quality grades. The
complementary result of our basic
research activities is a second technical

process that effectively converts silicon
tetrahalide to silicon in a gas-phase
reaction. This simplifies the manufacture
of silicon to an analog of the so-called
Siemens process that is currently
employed to produce electronic-grade
silicon from chlorinated silicon compounds. It has been possible to directly
generate the secondary energy-carrier
silicon from desert sand on a laboratory
scale in a two-stage process using solar
energy. Of course, studies to transfer
this to a large-scale operation are now
necessary.
Confidential
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Hydrogen Production from Sand via Silicon

Table 1: Comparison between the energy carriers carbon and silicon.

Silicon as an energy carrier
The reduction process sand  silicon
generates a permanent energy carrier
with an energy density and energy
content comparable with that of carbon: silicon is equally as good as carbon, and the natural resources are
unlimited (Table 1).

Carbon Silicon
Energy content [kJ/g]
Energy density [kJ/cm ]
3

32.8

32.6

74.2

75.9

Silicon: A safe source of hydrogen
Table 2 provides a comparison of the
theoretical energy densities of metals
and metal hydrides that release hydrogen in aqueous solution. The figures
indicate the heating value of the
evolved hydrogen at complete material
conversion.
The following conclusions can be
derived from this list of energy densiEnergy density relative to
Material

Reaction mechanism leading
to hydrogen formation

Starting product

Final product

Average

[MJ/kg]

[MJ/kg]

[MJ/kg]

Li

Li + 1/2 H2O  LiOH + 1/2 H2

17.1

5.0

11.0

Na

Na + 1/2 H2O  NaOH + 1/2 H2

5.2

3.0

4.1

Be

Be + 2 H2O  Be(OH)2 + H2

26.7

5.6

16.1

Mg

Mg + 2 H2O  Mg(OH)2 + H2

9.9

4.1

7.0

Ca

Ca + 2 H2O  Ca(OH)2 + H2

6.0

3.2

4.6

Al

Al + 3 H2O  Al(OH)3 + 3/2 H2

13.3

4.6

9.0

Si

Si + 2 H2O  SiO2 + 2 H2

17.1

8.0

12.6

Fe

Fe + 4/3 H2O  1/3 Fe3O4 + 4/3 H2

5.7

4.2

4.9

Zn

Zn + 4 H2O  Zn(OH)4 + 2 H2

7.3

3.6

5.5

LiH

LiH + H2O  LiOH + H2

30.4

10.0

20.0

NaH

NaH + H2O  NaOH + H2

10.0

6.0

8.0

CaH2

CaH2 + 2 H2O  Ca(OH)2 + 2 H2

11.4

6.5

9.0

NaBH4

NaBH4 + 2 H2O  4 H2 + NaBO2

25.4

14.6

20.0

Table 2: Energy densities of metals and metal hydrides that evolve hydrogen in aqueous solution (100% material
conversion).
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ties and the chemical properties of
these potential hydrogen sources:
Despite high energy densities in some
cases, alkali metals and/or their
hydrides are not utilized to generate
hydrogen since they must be stored
and transported under exclusion of air.
Furthermore, the metals are very often
rarely occurring.

Scheme 2: Silicon as Source
for Hydrogen

H2
steam

Si

Silicon proves to be optimal with
respect to handling and energy density
relative to hydrogen storage and generation. Furthermore, the price of electricity in the sequence SiO2  Si  H2
 Electricity decreases proportionally
with the costs for the production of silicon. Our expectations for a solarthermally produced carrier manufactured
from conventional sand permit us to
predict an unbeatable cost profile for
silicon in the future.
Silicon as an energy carrier:
The general concept
It is technically possible to generate
hydrogen directly from silicon at any
location of choice avoiding the transport and storage difficulties encountered with conventional power stations
and stationary/mobile fuel cells
(Scheme 2).

SiO 2

H2

NaOH
H2O

H 2O
- NaOH

Na2SiO3

Metal-Water-Hydrogen Reactor

Thus, silicon successfully acts as a tailor-made intermediate linking decentrally operating renewable energy generation with equally decentrally organized
hydrogen-based infrastructure at any
location of choice.
Summary
As carbon-based primary energy carriers become increasingly exhausted, it
is obvious that the existing reserves
should be better used for the production of valuable products as opposed
to carbon dioxide. The concept out-
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Hydrogen Production from Sand via Silicon

• Automotive
• Buildings
• Industrial
equipment
•Farming

•Steel
FERROSILICON

•Foundry

The FUTURE is …

SOME SILICON AND FERROSILICON USAGES
Aluminum
SILICON
METAL

•Automotive
•Aeroplanes
•Silicones
•Computers
•Solar Cells

Chemical
Electronic

Silicon

Electricity
problem: loss by transportation
no storage – immediate
use required

transportation
and
storage

H 2O

Water
Electrolysis

H2
problem: transportation
storage
environment

problem: lack of H2O

SiO2

… full of silicon based options

Scheme 3: PowerAvenue’s idea for future energy supply. The utilization
of silicon as an energy carrier solves the problems associated with this.

Decentralized Power and Water Supply for Households (daily basis)
~100 liters Water
(e.g. Sea Water)

163 kg Sand

76 kg Silicon

100 liters
Distilled Water
Additives
~100 liters
Drinking Water

11 kg Hydrogen

7.5 kW Fuel Cell
(50% efficiency)
according to
european demand

180 kWh
Electricity

Scheme 4: Decentralized Power and Water Supply for Households
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lined here describes a practical solution to secure the future supply of
hydrogen via a “non-carbon” route for
a range of applications.
According to Scheme 3, in addition to
energy, the concept also provides useful
silicon-based combustion products and
an entry into a simplified silicon-based
technology instead of carbon dioxide.
Additionally, the hydrogen generated
via the sequence Sand  Silicon 
Hydrogen directly from silicon and
water is “pure.” In strong contrast to
oil and in particular hydrogen, the
transport and storage of silicon are
free from potential hazards and
require a simple infrastructure similar
to that needed for coal. Whereas the
latter material is converted to carbon
dioxide, sand is produced from the silicon, which in turn can be used to prepare the silicon carrier material.
This concept of future energy supply
based on hydrogen in effect represents
the realization of PowerAvenue’s vision
described in the introduction: the threestage solar thermal generation of
hydrogen from sand! Scheme 3 summarizes PowerAvenue’s idea of hydrogen production. The use of the element
silicon represents an attractive solution
to the problems resulting from efficiency losses during the conversion of thermal energy into electrical power as
well as the transport and storage difficulties associated with hydrogen.
Scheme 4 shows the silicon energy carrier concept in connection with a
decentralized energy production based
on fuel cells. The byproduct of the electricity generation is pure water, which
also may be of some value for households, especially in remote areas.

Hydrogen Fuel Cells
MANY ADVANTAGES
OF FUEL CELLS

A fuel cell is a device that uses hydrogen (or hydrogen-rich fuel) and oxygen to create electricity by an electrochemical process. A single fuel cell
consists of an electrolyte and two catalyst-coated electrodes (a porous anode
and cathode). While there are different fuel cell types, all work on the
same principle:
• Hydrogen, or a hydrogen-rich fuel, is
fed to the anode where a catalyst
separates hydrogen’s negatively
charged electrons from positively
charged ions (protons).
• At the cathode, oxygen combines
with electrons and, in some cases,
with species such as protons or
water, resulting in water or hydroxide ions, respectively.
• For polymer electrolyte membrane
and phosphoric acid fuel cells, protons move through the electrolyte to
the cathode to combine with oxygen
and electrons, producing water and
heat.
• For alkaline, molten carbonate, and
solid oxide fuel cells, negative ions

• Direct energy conversion, no combustion
• No emissions
• High efficiency
• No moving parts
• Quiet operation
• High reliability
• Rapid response to
load fluctuations
• Siting ability, limited
infrastructure needed

travel through the electrolyte to the
anode where they combine with
hydrogen to generate water and
electrons.
• The electrons from the anode side of
the cell cannot pass through the electrolyte to the positively charged cathode; they must travel around it via
an electrical circuit to reach the
other side of the cell. This movement
of electrons is an electrical current.

PowerAvenue Focuses on PEM (Proton Exchange Membrane) Fuel Cells
PowerAvenue

Fue l Ce ll Type s

A-FC

PEM-FC

DM-FC

PA-FC

MC-FC

SO -FC

Alka line

Proton Ex cha nge
Me m bra ne

Dire ct
Me tha nol

Phosphoric
Acid

Molte n
Ca rbona te

Solid Ox id e

Transportation
Space
Military
Energy Storage Systems
Portable Power Systems
Decentralized Stationary Systems

Applica tions

Ope ra ting
Te m pe ra ture

< 100

60 - 120

Combined heat and power for:
Decentralized Stationary Systems
Transportation

160 - 220

600 - 800

500 - 1000

(in ° Ce lsius)

Not included: Zinc Air FC, Regenerative FC, Protonic Ceramic FC (source: Fuel Cell 2000)
National Fuel Cell Research Center, University of California, Irvine, USA
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Hydrogen Fuel Cells

“A hydrogen economy will
mean a world where our
pollution problems are
solved and where our
need for abundant and
affordable energy is
secure . . . and where
concerns about dwindling
resources are a thing of
the past.”

The efficiency of fuel-cells could
approximately reach 70–85 percent,
far higher for example than that of
steam turbines (30–35 percent) or combustion motors (more than 20 percent).
Types
Fuel cells are classified primarily by the
kind of electrolyte they employ. This
determines the kind of chemical reactions that take place in the cell, catalysts
required, temperature range in which
the cell operates, fuel required, and
other factors. These characteristics
affect the applications for which these
cells are most suitable. Several types of
fuel cells are currently in development,
each with its own advantages, limitations, and potential applications:

—Spencer Abraham,
Secretary of Energy

• Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells
• Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells
• Solid Oxide Fuel Cells
• Regenerative Fuel Cells
PEM fuel cells are used primarily for
transportation applications and some
stationary applications. Due to their fast
startup time, low sensitivity to orientation, and favorable power-to-weight
ratio, they are particularly suitable for
use in passenger vehicles such as cars
and buses.

• Polymer Electrolyte Membrane
(PEM) Fuel Cells
• Direct Methanol Fuel Cells
• Alkaline Fuel Cells

PEM Fuel Cells Are Called Cold Fuel Cells

Heat

High
600°C - 1200°C

Application of fuel cell type may vary depending on source of institute or company.

Solid Oxid-FC

Primary Energy

Molten Carbonate-FC

Low
60°C – 120°C

Phosphoric Acid-FC

PEM-FC and DM-FC
Portable

Confidential
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Power

Alkaline-FC

Stationary

Transport

Space

Heat & Power

PowerAvenue Fuel Cells
Fuel Cell 150 W
DC/DC 150 W
DC/DC
15, 30, 45, 60 W
Fuel Cell 300 W

Fuel Cell 50 W

DC/DC
300 W

Electrolyzer
10 W – 1 kW

Fuel Cell 1,000 W
Fuel Cell 1 kW –15 kW

500 W TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Design:
Air Supply:
Cooling:
Nominal Power:
Nominal Voltage:
Active Area:
Dimensions:
Weight:

FFC Foil-Fuel Cell
Fan only
Water cooling
500 Watt
23-12 V DC without DC/DC
119 cm2
260 x 130 x 106 mm3
3 kg
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Our Products and Solutions
PowerAvenue
specializes in
developing designs
and processes for
high-volume
manufacturing.
PowerAvenue’s
goal is to design,
mass-produce and
sell the highest
quality,
lowest-cost fuel cell
power generation
systems world wide.

“Today, the
Department of
Energy has select ed recipients for
$350 million of
research grants …
the administration
is now acting upon
the Congress’
appropriation.…
We want to be the
country that leads
the world in inno vation and techno logical change.”
— President
George Bush,
April 26, 2004

PowerAvenue’s products are broken
into two broad categories, portable
power and stationary power. Our goal
is to design, mass-produce, and sell the
highest quality, lowest-cost fuel cell
power generation systems worldwide.
At the same time PowerAvenue is
focusing on improving system design
and integration.

of these designs are not mature,
PowerAvenue will utilize subcontractors
to build components until we are satisfied that the lowest-cost, highest quality
has been obtained before capitalizing
to manufacture at high rates.
PowerAvenue’s power and stationary
power categories include more than 30
products. The following list shows the
identified portable and stationary
products that PowerAvenue plans to
manufacture in joint ventures with the
appropriate system integrators and distribution channels.

We will employ processes to simultaneously develop the products and the
manufacturing process required to produce low cost, high-quality fuel cell
power system products. Because some

Portable Products

Stationary Products

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Portable Generator
CPS, Video Equipment
Bicycle
Recreational Vehicles
Forklift
Gardening
Solar Back-Up
Toys
Wheel Chair
Golf Cart
Scooters
Shipyard vehicles
Pure Oxygen Production
Mining Lights
Wind Back-Up
Shopping Cart

Bungalow Primary Power
Residential Primary Power
Neighborhood Generator
Small Power Plant
Medium Power Plant
Hospital, Clinic
IT, Telecom Premium Power
Mobile Trailer Back-Up Power

Special Applications
•
•
•

Utensils
Biomedical Equipment
Clean Cars (SUV)
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Secure and Clean Power for Transportation

Portable Power Products
Portable Applications
Portable power applications require
between 1 and 1,000 Watts of electrical power. Batteries, which typically
serve this market, had sales exceeding
$25 billion in 2004. Applications
include anything that requires power
and is not connected to an electrical
outlet such as cameras, cell phones,
laptop computers, radios, electronic
devices, power tools, camping equipment, boats, recreational vehicles,
etc. The portable power market
has diverse requirements:
• Long run-times
• Low weight
• Short response times
• Long life
• Low cost
• Small physical size
• Safety and reliability

The modular and
scalable nature of
PowerAvenue’s
designs allows the
basic technology to
be extrapolated to
other portable and
stationary power
products.

1.5 kW – 2.5 kW
Fuel Cell Modules

PowerAvenue believes that the portable
market is the most accessible market for
early fuel cell applications due to smaller size, higher value, lower risk, and
ease of technology migration.
PowerAvenue believes that the market
for portable fuel power products will
increase over and above the projections
of the market research firm Frost &
Sullivan (see figure) due to the emerging information technology revolution.
Additionally, PowerAvenue believes
that the new emerging handheld video
communication and multimedia devices
that demand more power and energy
will be a prime market for fuel cell
based portable power products as
opposed to batteries.

Billions of $

Fuel cells have lacked commercialization due to high cost and the identification of a proper market application.

Projected Portable Fuel Cell Power Market
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Applications: Mobile
Fuel Cell
• Nominal Power:
• Maximum Power:
• Design:
• Air Supply:
• Cooling:
• No-Load Voltage:
• Short Circuit Current:
• Active Area:



200 Watt
250 – 280 Watt
FC-Stacks with graphite
bipolar plates
Ventilation
Air cooling
25 V
> 40 A
45 cm2

Fuel Cell Performance
25
20

Voltage
Voltage U
U [V]
[V]



15
10
5
0
0



200

300

Power P [W]

Technical Data System
• H2 Storage:
• H2 Volume:
• Nominal time (FC 200W):
• Accu:
• Engine:
• Refueling:

100

MHS
0.4 m3
3–5h
24 V DC, max. 24 A
24 V DC, max. 30 A
charge MHS (or swap
against refilled one)



System Schematic

TT

Experimental Demonstration Prototype

he 200 W PowerAvenue fuel cell is
used as a power supply to drive a bicycle while the cyclist is also pedaling.
Hydrogen for the fuel cell is stored in the
metal hydride storage (MHS) unit at a volume nearly 500 times that of the metal
hydride itself. A battery can also be used
to provide peak power so that the fuel cell
is not overrated and can serve as an auxiliary power supply. In mobile applications,
the fuel cell’s rated power is designed to
be near the maximum power transfer point.
The fuel cell bike operates with zero atmospheric pollution, the only emission being
pure water (vapor). PowerAvenue is also
developing decentralized hydrogen charging stations for MHS units. These are based
on PowerAvenue’s own proprietary metalbased, hydrogen-generating reactors,
which are independent of the electric grid.
An even more attractive option is the fast
change-out of discharged MHS units for
previously refilled ones.
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Bicycle

• Design:
• Air Supply:
• Cooling:
• Nominal Power:
• Nominal Voltage:
• Active Area:
• Dimensions:
• Weight:



FFC Foil-Fuel Cell
Only Fan
Water cooling
500 Watt
23-12 V DC without
DC/DC
119 cm2
260 x 130 x 106 mm
3 kg

Technical Data System
• H2 Supply:
• Air Supply:
• Operation Temperature:

Fuel Cell Performance





Quality 5.0, 1.5 bar
Fan
50°C

Technical Description

Fuel Cell

Voltage U [V]



System Schematic
H2 5.0 1.5 bar

CW in

H2 Purge

CW out

Air in only by fan
12–23 V DC, 500 W
12/24 V DC, 450 W

ZERO-EMISSION SCOOTER

230 V AC, 400 W

P orawtienrgAwveitnhuaenCionrdpusistryculreraednetlyr icnozllearboo- emission scooter products. These scooters
utilize a 1,500 W brushless wheel motor
that may be supplied by three 500 W
PowerAvenue hydrogen fuel cells or a ded icated 1.5 kW cell. Using hydrogen fuel
cells will eliminate the disadvantage of bat tery-operated scooters in terms of range
and charging time.
• Environmentally friendly
• Easy handling
• Max speed of 60 km/h
• Hydraulic disc brakes
• 10 in. wheel rims
• Weight of approximately 100 kg

Confidential
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Applications: Mobile

AN EXAMPLE OF THE HYDROGEN FUEL VEHICLE APPLICATION
• Motor: V8 cylinder, 4.4 l, 135 kW
• Max. Speed: 215 km/h
• Fuel: H2
• Range: 300 (+650) km

Automobile

ZERO NOISE, ZERO-EMISSION BUS


Storage cylinders:
• 9 cylinders, 1548 liters, 250 bar
• 250 km range



Fuel cell:
• 4 modules, 120 kW total power
• 400 V output, 60°C operating temp
• p = 1.5 bar, H 2 consumption 8 kg/h
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Zero Noise, Zero-Emission Bus

Stationary power products range in size
from 1 kW to several megawatts.
Applications include any place we
expect electrical power today: homes,
businesses, schools, hotels, hospitals,
etc. These markets are typically served
by central generation with its inherent
disadvantages as described above.
Due to the increased interest shown by
electric utility companies in distributed
fuel cell power systems, the EPRI
released a detailed specification document for such a system in 1998 and
estimates a market size of more than
134 million units over 10 years. In a
July 1999 Scientific American article, it
was estimated that the global market
for such units would be $51 billion per
year by the year 2030. This market
provides a tremendous growth opportunity for PowerAvenue.
The figure shows the emerging market
for these point-of-use systems, which
represent 50 percent of the projected
fuel cell market.
Initial Target Market
Based on our own market research
and that of the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI), PowerAvenue will
develop stationary fuel cell power systems in the 1 to 25 kW range to service the stationary power market. The
initial application will be for an
already identified niche market, followed by the emerging industrial, commercial, and home energy markets.
We will scale up our high performance
portable fuel cell system for this application. These modular, distributed systems will generate power at the pointof-use, supplying all the power needs
of a home or business, independent of
the electric grid.

Billions of $

Stationary Power Systems

Projected Stationary Fuel Cell Power Market
On a per kilowatt basis, the capital cost
for these systems is approximately 50
percent of the cost of traditional power
generation and transmission/distribution
infrastructure they are intended to
replace. Additionally, they operate with
high efficiencies and reduced operational and maintenance costs.
Modularity supports fast commissioning
times and provides security, reliability,
and redundancy. Adding capacity
requires only adding more modules,
which is simple and economical.
Distributed fuel cell power systems will
be better than stringent requirements for
both air and noise pollution.

Summary of market requirements for stationary power systems










Very high reliability
High energy efficiency
Low operating costs
Low capital cost
Meet or exceed current and future environmental requirements
Fast order to commission times
Flexible to meet increasing demand (modular)
Distributed power
Fuel flexibility (adaptable to local fuels)
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Stationary Power Systems

The high-powered, 1 to 25 kilowatt
(kW), modular PEMFC systems will support residential markets, i.e., in combination with biomass processing. These
washing machine sized stationary
power systems will run clean on hydrogen generated from suitable fuels.

Residential Units

Our initial on-site stationary power systems will be designed to supply 5 kW/
7.5 kW of base load power without
being connected to the electrical
power grid and will not suffer from
grid transmission problems or parasitic
losses.

PC/Networks/Telecom-Servers

Further planned stationary applications
are for residential units, data centers,
and telecom in order to provide secure
and clean power.
PowerAvenue has a broad range of
products to support this emerging market and can generate sales and income
more rapidly.

Data Centers

Hydrogen-powered fuel
cells are two-and-onehalf times more efficient
than internal combustion
engines.
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Accessories
PowerAvenue Corp is a manufacturer of complete hydrogen fuel cell systems.
Many of the subsystems and electronic control modules of the PowerAvenue fuel
cell system are designed and manufactured specifically for PowerAvenue products.

DC/DC Transformer [D15/3-18]
Modular stackable DC Step-UpConverter
Input Voltage:
3 volts
Output Voltage: 6, 12, or 18 volts
Nominal Output: 15 watts per module
Efficiency Factor: > 90%
Dimensions:
65 x 40 x 10 mm per
module
The picture shows the DC Converter in
a two-module construction with 30
watts nominal output.

Battery-Back-Up-System Phocos
The 10 Watt Fuel Cell System serves to
improve battery charging.
Storing electric energy of solar panels.

DC/DC Transformer [D150/6-12]
DC Step-Up-Converter
Input Voltage:
4 to 10 volts
Output Voltage: 12 or 24 volts
Nominal Output: 150 watts
Efficiency Factor: > 90%
Dimensions:
100 x 90 x 75 mm

DC/DC Transformer [D300/12-24]
DC Step-Up-Converter
Input Voltage:
11 to 18 volts
Output Voltage: 24 volts
Nominal Output: 300 watts
Efficiency Factor: > 90%
Dimensions:
100 x 100 x 90 mm

DC/DC Transformer [BEZ7]
Confidential
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Educational Products
PowerAvenue Corp has a series of educational products to promote hydrogen fuel
cell technology.

Tube Electrolyzer [TEL]

Electrolyzing and Fuel Cell Model
[ELFC12-009]

Fuel Cell [FC4]
PEM fuel cell operating on air
Power:
0.5 watts @ 0.6 volts
Active area:
4 cm2

Fuel Cell and Electrolyzer
with Accessories

Fuel Cell and Electrolyzer ELBZ4
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Our Markets
Global Power Market
Clean power and water will become
leading political and economic issues of
the 21st century. Increasing worldwide
population pressure along with capacity and infrastructure shortages will
result in power and water shortages for
25 to 50 percent of the world’s population, which in the next two decades will
grow from 6.2 to 7.5 billion people.
Demand for power is growing at twice
the world’s population growth rate. The
pressure on the power supply obviously
is unprecedented.
The global power and water markets
are enormous, totaling more than $12.7
trillion by the year 2020 with the global
power equipment market projected to
reach approximately $2.7 trillion.
Key Fuel Cell Market Drivers
Developing nations lack the infrastructure and economic resources to provide
reliable power and clean water to sustain population growth or foster economic development. Environmental concerns including pollution, global warming, reduction of nuclear power plants,
intrusive infrastructure, and ever-increasing health standards are stressing overtaxed fresh water supplies, power generation capabilities, and traditional
energy reserves, further reducing the
supply. Economic factors including soaring energy costs, deregulation, inefficient centralized generation, and grid
and transmission losses contribute to
the problem. These drivers combine to
create markets of extreme importance
and value. New, reliable, economical
sources of clean, distributed power and
water are required.

Key fuel cell market
drivers:


Shortages and
Demand — 25 percent of the world’s
population faces
power shortages,
while the demand for
clean power is growing at twice the
world’s population
growth rate.



Economics — soaring
energy costs, inefficient centralized generation, grid and
transmission losses,
expensive and difficult-to-expand infrastructure.



Reliability — The
Electric Power
Research Institute
(EPRI) recently estimated reliability and
power quality problems cost the U.S.
economy alone more
than $30 billion
annually. All developed nations are suffering great profit
losses due to reliability problems.



Environmental concerns — pollution,
global warming,
reduction of nuclear
power usage, intrusive infrastructures,
and ever-increasing
health standards.

World Power Equipment Market 2020

Centralized vs. Decentralized
Power Generation
Historically, power has been supplied to
consumers from a central power generation station through transmission and distribution networks. Centralized generating capacity is considered an impractical solution in many cases due to the
distances, high cost, electrical transmission losses, and poor reliability associated with centralized generation, transmission, and distribution. A large part of
this demand is in developing and thirdworld countries with weaker economies
and support infrastructures. Large centralized power solutions demand high
capital costs and support infrastructures,
which are currently unaffordable or
impractical for most of these countries.
Additionally, these traditional solutions
lack the ability to increase capacity
once built and often lack the energy
efficiency and lower operating cost
required by a changing world.
Central power production has two vulnerable links: the transmission and the
distribution networks. The majority of
power failures are caused by grid failures. In addition, transmission and distribution account for 51 percent of the
cost of the delivered power. In a central power production scenario, new
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Our Markets

generation, transmission, and distribution systems would be required, resulting in higher capital costs, lower operating efficiencies, and lower reliability
than distributed systems.

Coal Power Plant

Nuclear Power Plant

Moving toward Distributed and Pointof-Use Power Generation
Modular, distributed infrastructure will
be the key to development early in this
century. Economic, environmental, regulatory, and security issues will move
the world from traditional, centralized
infrastructure to a distributed infrastructure. Smaller modular systems are easier to install and maintain. Their modular or ”building block” nature allows
future expansion by adding more modules, versus the traditional method of
starting over with a new plant or site.
This modular approach allows the solution to keep up with demand, drive
production rates higher, increase commonality between systems, and provide
a lower cost, reducing the capital barriers to new development projects where
shortages of clean electrical power
have significantly limited growth.
Distributed, modular power systems
have additional advantages. Possible

failure is limited to the single local
application, and the systems are less
vulnerable to acts of war and sabotage. By virtue of their modularity and
independence from the grid, they are
less vulnerable to total failure.
Global Fuel Cell Equipment Market
Fuel cell based power solutions, by
virtue of their energy efficiency, modularity, alternative fuel capability, environmental acceptability, and ruggedness, are ideally suited for the emerging, alternative, distributed world
power market. Although the primary
driver of fuel cell technology is environmental due to its “zero emissions,”
another significant benefit is the reduction of dependence on fossil fuels and
higher energy efficiency.
In 2000, the International Energy
Agency (IEA) estimated worldwide
demand at 77 million barrels of oil per
day. Maximal oil extraction could be
reached before 2010 (figure), whereas
demand will increase from 77 million
to 120 million barrels per day by
2020. There is a uniform consensus
among experts that we will soon see
rapidly increasing oil prices.

452

500

USD Billion

400

300

on

176

200

66

100

1
0

World Oil Extraction

2000

17

2005

2010

2015

Projected Worldwide Fuel Cell Equipment Market
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2020

Toward a Third Industrial Revolution

PowerAvenue’s hydrogen production is
not dependent on oil, and fuel cells
can operate at efficiencies two to three
times higher than those of internal combustion or turbine engines. Fuel cells
combined with fuel processors can
operate with a number of fuels like
ethanol, methanol, natural gas, or
propane as well as reformulated gasoline or diesel and other fuels. The
choice of fuel depends on the application, geographic location, and site conditions and impacts the technical characteristics, economic feasibility, and
infrastructure requirements.
The market for fuel cell based power
generation is estimated to be $1 billion
today, $17 billion in five years, and
more than $452 billion by 2020 (figure). PowerAvenue estimates products
based on its technology can address
60 percent of this market.

Present demand is low due to the
developmental nature and high cost of
most fuel cells. The significant advances
in fuel cell design and manufacturing
cost reductions made by the
PowerAvenue team make fuel cells ideally suited for alternative and primary
power applications.
PowerAvenue is positioned to take
advantage of ever-increasing demand
for new sources of clean power
as well as the global trend toward population growth, expected increase in oil
price, deregulation, decentralization,
and privatization of power utility systems and infrastructures. Privatization,
world population growth, and economical development in developing countries are taking place on an unprecedented scale.

PowerAvenue not only is
integrated into the emerg ing hydrogen economy
but has developed its own
proprietary routes for
hydrogen supply.
PowerAvenue’s approach
to hydrogen production is
not based on the consumption of expensive
local energy for water
electrolysis in industrialized regions but uses a
secondary energy carrier
for the safe transport and
storage of distant abundant renewable energy.
PowerAvenue’s energy
carrier is elemental silicon, available everywhere in the form of common sand. Silicon reacts
in simple processes with
water to give hydrogen
and, again, sand.

USD, in millions

PowerAvenue’s Revenue Projections Based on Feasible, Realistic Sales Projections

PowerAvenue is positioned to take advantage
of the ever-increasing
demand for new sources
of clean power.

Portable
Stationary

2006
0
0

2007
712,113
2,546,000

2008
24,345,923
23,162,500

2009
107,299,238
110,929,680

2010
142,591,343
251,918,240

2011
SD
170,567,699 UUSD
SD
479,092,400 UUSD
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Uninterruptible Power Systems (UPS)
A study … by Bear
Stearns Research
… indicates the
market potential for
PEM power generators up to 5 kW
already exceeds
200,000 units
annually, and this
market is growing
at more than 20
percent per annum.

One of the most immediate markets for
the PowerAvenue multi-kW stationary
products is the UPS market. UPS systems are used in data centers and computing facilities to back up important
information and supply emergency
power to these systems. Fuel cell based
back-up systems have many advantages compared to the electrochemical
batteries and other current systems in
terms of their environmental impact,
speed, and reliability.

A study of the UPS market conducted
by Bear Stearns Research (Distributed
Energy Services, April 2000) indicates
that the market potential for PEM
power generators up to 5 kW already
exceeds 200,000 units annually and
this market is growing at more than 20
percent per annum. The market share
for each of the main consumers of the
UPS systems is shown below.

Market Share of Main UPS System Consumers
Networking and PC Market
(IT, Internet Services, Corporate Networks)

2 – 3 billion USD

Data Centers and Facility Backup
(Industrial and Medical entities)

3 billion USD

Telecom Industries
(Cellular, Broadband, PCS, Switching)

3 billion USD

Total Market Size:

> 9 billion USD

“Our primary goal: delivery of secure, safe, reliable, environmentally
friendly technology at competitive cost through high volume
manufacturing.”
Dr. Rocco Guarnaccia, PowerAvenue Chairman & CEO

Empowering the Developing World —
Through the Use of Hydrogen Fuel Cells
Confidential
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PowerAvenue’s revenue for 2.5 kW units
based on the UPS niche market is shown
in the figures. Note that the figures and
the percentages of market share are very
conservative (below 2 percent). In reality, we anticipate a larger share of this
niche market based on PowerAvenue’s
advanced PEM fuel cell technology.
PowerAvenue’s assumption of the total
world market for 2.5 kW (464,520 units)
is already covered by the yearly growth
rate of the U.S. market for UPS systems
(360,000 units/year).

Additionally, our market forecast
indicates that in the next four years
PowerAvenue will supply 23,000
households with 7.5 kW-systems.
Our assumptions of the world market
for 7.5 kW stationary systems are
based on a non-growing market of
1,112,400 units (approximately
1.1million U.S. households).
PowerAvenue is planning to provide
more than 23,000 units in the next
four years to this market.

Similarly, the 10 kW systems are targeted
for use as the premier back-up choice in
data centers. Market studies show the
demand for these systems as the major
back-up units is close to 1,418,000 units
per year. PowerAvenue anticipates the
installation of nearly 48,000 systems in the
next three to four years. Once again,
PowerAvenue’s market share is assumed to
be a mere 2 percent or lower. It is obvious
that, in the niche market of UPS systems,
even small shares of the market can generate significant revenues.

2.5 kW WORLD MARKET ( in %)
464,520 units, assuming no growth

98.16
1.84

2011
2010
2009

0.79

0.25

2008
0.11

2007

Year

PowerAvenue
2.5 kW Units

2011

8,547

2010

3,670

2009

1,161

2008

511

2007

42

0.009

7.5 kW WORLD MARKET ( in %)
1,112,400 units, assuming no growth

98.88
2011
1.12
2010 0.7
2
2009 0.2
2008
0.04
2007

Year

PowerAvenue
7.5 kW Units

2011

12,484

2010

8,055

2009

2,221

2008

402

2007

134

0.012

10 kW WORLD MARKET (in %)
1,418,000 units, assuming no growth

98.05
1.95
2011
2010 0.92
2009 0.46

2008
2007

0.09

Year

PowerAvenue
10 kW Units

2011

27,680

2010

13,072

2009

6,524

2008

1,273

2007

67

0.005
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Competitors
PowerAvenue will drive
to a market-dominant
position, surpassing its
competitors as the
provider of World Class
Solutions for Secure and
Clean Power.

The need for economical, secure, and
clean power is growing. A number of
companies worldwide are developing
fuel cell technology.
Numerous companies are involved in
supplying equipment and services to
support these rapidly growing markets.
Large power conglomerates have
established centralized power production capabilities combined with large
distribution systems. PowerAvenue
believes its technology, products,
processes, proprietary manufacturing
procedures, and leadership will make it
a leading world supplier for economical, secure, and clean power.
Each of the following research-based
fuel cell competitors has been in business for 4 to 17 years or more with no
real products on the market.

PowerAvenue believes its power solutions will have a competitive advantage over other products because they
can be easily scaled to specific customer size requirements and are environmentally cleaner, more efficient,
and less expensive to install, service,
and maintain.
PowerAvenue is uniquely suited and
positioned to compete with these and
other companies and technologies by
virtue of its proprietary power technology, extensive world class manufacturing experience, modular and distributed design experience, production
process, flow manufacturing processes,
and innovative and creative people.
PowerAvenue will grow by building
new products and acquiring technologies that will meet the market and customer requirements — not just acquiring

List of Fuel Cell Companies (none is mass manufacturer)

Ballard Power Systems

pressurized PEMs for vehicles: up to ~85 kW, portable and
stationary application
DCH Technology, Inc.
(AMEX:DCH)
12 W – 5 kW
H2 Economy
5 W – 40 W PEM fuel cell stack and components developer and
manufacturer
Hydrogenics
(NASDAQ:HYGS) 10 W – 25 kW, backup power, UPS; GM partner
Manhattan Scientifics
(OTC: MHTX)
Micro Fuel Cells and Mid Fuel cells for electric bicycles, scooters,
RV, and back-up power
Nu Element, Inc.
1 kW – 200 kW
Nuvera Fuel Cells
result of April 2000 merger between De Nora S.p.a., Milan,
and Epyx., 0.7 kW – 60 kW
Plug Power
(NSDQ: PLUG)
Residential, Equity holders’ incl. GE, Mech. Techn. Inc. & South.
Cal. Gas Company, < 35 kW
Proton Energy Syst., Inc. (NASDAQ:PRTN) Electrolyzers and Regenerative Fuel Cell Systems
Teledyne Energy Systems (NYSE:TDY)
a unit of Teledyne Brown Engineering, a subsidiary of Teledyne
Technologies, 2 kW
UTC Fuel Cells
(NYSE:UTX)
(formerly International Fuel Cells) A United Technologies
Company – transportation, residential, < 200 kW
(NSDQ:BLDP)
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Hydrogen has the potential to end the world’s reliance on oil.

companies solely for the purpose of
market share — using integrated
processes that address not only the
technical aspects but also the market,
customer, manufacturing, regulatory,
political, economic, environmental, personnel, and ergonomic aspects.
PowerAvenue will be able to provide
superior total solutions to meet rapidly
changing market requirements.
Most competitors are in the
transportation sector.
Much of the development effort in the
fuel cell industry has been directed at
powering automobiles. Competitors in
PowerAvenue’s nontransportation markets have not yet demonstrated costeffective, mass manufacturability.
Additionally, PowerAvenue has a
broader range of products to support
this emerging market and can generate
sales and income more rapidly.
Our Competitive Advantages
and Experience
PowerAvenue fuel cells are state-of-theart Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM)
electrical generators designed for the
most demanding industrial and consumer OEM manufacturers.
PowerAvenue fuel cells are designed for
real-world products with the reliability
and durability for nearly any product
application. And PowerAvenue fuel cells
are the most economical in the industry.

They offer the first clear path to lower
costs that finally allows OEM developers to purchase off-the-shelf fuel cells
with the sure knowledge that prices will
be in line with economic expectations
and market realities when they reach
the commercial deployment stage.
Unique in the industry for their low
cost-performance ratio, PowerAvenue
fuel cells set the new standard.
Requiring only hydrogen and air or
oxygen for smooth, continuous electrical
output, they produce only electricity
and water, resulting in zero emissions of
any environmentally sensitive or restricted byproducts.
Product Size Range and Applications
The PowerAvenue fuel cell is ideally
suited to power systems between 1 and
100 kW in three primary product
areas: mobile, stationary, and
portable. PowerAvenue has established a baseline family of fuel cell
modules that can be used to create
power systems in this range. The modules are designed to be 0.05, 0.3, 0.5,
1, 1.5, 2, 3, 6, and 12 kW stacks of a
common fuel cell design that cover the
typical consumer spectrum: low power
for products such as power tools and
portable generators, medium power
for products such as lawn mowers and
scooters, and high power for mobile
equipment and stationary power use.

PowerAvenue Fuel Cell
Advantages


Low Weight and Volume:
The PowerAvenue fuel cell
design is among the most
compact and lightweight in
the fuel cell industry and
exceeds DOE goals for
mobile applications.



Thermal Management:
Every cell within a
PowerAvenue fuel cell stack is
liquid cooled, which increases
the overall reliability and life
span. The fuel cells exhibit
high levels of heat removal
effectiveness, which leads to
substantial simplification of
cooling subsystems in high
power systems.



Water Management:
The PowerAvenue fuel cell has
been designed to perform
well over a broad range of
gas humidity levels, making it
ideal for the varying conditions experienced in realworld operation. The carbon
materials used in the
PowerAvenue fuel cell exhibit
strong hydrophobic properties, and its unique design
makes it almost impervious to
cell flooding.



Chemical Compatibility:
The PowerAvenue fuel cell is
carbon based and completely
nonmetallic except for the cat alyst, thus avoiding catalyst
poisoning. Most other PEM
fuel cells contain metals that
can poison the electro-catalyst.
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Operations
PowerAvenue’s focus on
people, products, and
markets, as well as its
considerable world-class
experience and practiced core values of
leadership, integrity,
excellence, innovation,
and the attainment of
the highest financial
returns for its stakehold ers, will help guide the
company and its people
in providing world-class
solutions for economical
and clean power.

The achievement of world-class results is
fundamental to PowerAvenue’s existence. The term “world class” describes
the best companies in the world. It
embodies an integration and implementation of many diverse processes, technologies, and techniques that result in
products and services being characterized as the “best of the best,” i.e., the
lowest cost, highest quality, and with the
shortest lead-times. World class requires
a “forever” commitment to people, the
company’s most valuable asset, and to
the elimination of waste in the total business cycle. This requires a systematic
evaluation of markets, products,
processes, people, customers, and competition, driven by a relentless pursuit of
Continuous Process Improvement (CPI)
and cost reduction.
World-class company characteristics
include an ongoing company-wide education and training program, an organizational structure that parallels the business process, defined and managed
responsibilities, and strong performance
measurements. These include the use of
an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
tool combined with formal management
practices and utilization of specialized
manufacturing processes—all geared to
manage, achieve, and maintain worldclass results.
Management Processes
Formal management processes provide
the basis for planning, control, execution, and efficiency improvement of all
business activities. The formal management processes are used to establish
sound business practices for operating
and controlling the business and to
establish and maintain valid plans and
schedules. These systems and processes facilitate managing company
resources, provide performance meas-

urement information, and drive
accountability. They provide a standard set of tools and techniques based
on accurate data, managed policies,
trained and experienced people, and
performance measurement.
Overall Operating Strategy
Successive production cycles along with
field-testing and engineering feedback
has historically changed the designs,
manufacturing processes, manufacturing
equipment requirements, field serviceability, and how the customer uses the
product. Successive cycles of the
process often result in making obsolete
the equipment or processes used to
make earlier revisions.
PowerAvenue’s strategy is to initially
utilize Other People’s Equipment (OPE)
and experienced subcontractors in
order to focus PowerAvenue’s dedicated staff and world-class process experience on designs, process validation,
and equipment and facility requirements before large-scale capital equipment or plant investment is initiated.
Furthermore, this strategy dictates that
all facility, equipment, and processes
be modular and scalable from marketentry quantities through high-rate production.
This strategy accelerates product and
process development and reduces leadtime, cost, and risk. It also avoids
improper capital investment by developing designs, materials, processes,
equipment, and facilities simultaneously
to reduce the cost of high-rate manufacturing. Once the product designs
and manufacturing processes are stable, appropriate capital investment will
be made to meet production and market requirements.
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Manufacturing Facilities
PowerAvenue has located various manufacturing sites that will accommodate a
fabrication and machine shop, portable and stationary power systems demandflow manufacturing lines, and test areas.



EUROPE



Production Facility
Schwabach, Germany

U.S.A.
R&D and Manufacturing, Tennessee
PowerAvenue is planning an R&D
and manufacturing site in Tennessee.
The display herewith shows typical
design.

(photos on next page)

GENERAL DIMENSIONS (USA PLANT)
Area:

approximately 6,000 sqm (Expansion 15,000 sqm)

Power/Stack:

1 – 5 kW/Stack-Modules

Production Lines:

3 (up to 6 in the building)

Availability:

75% up to 90% (Production Line)

Output Capability:

approximately 500–1000 stacks per day

Typical Plant Design
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Schwabach Plant

Financial Assumptions
MILESTONES





PowerAvenue GmbH established
Elect PowerAvenue GmbH as an investment
and revenue-generating entity of the group
Establish a mass-manufacturing line for:
• Fuel Cell Bicycle (Europe)
• Fuel Cell Scooter (Europe)
• Stationary Power Plants
• Stationary Fuel Cell Systems for Data Center (U.S.A.)
• Stationary Fuel Cell Systems for Households (U.S.A. + Europe)

Because PowerAvenue has manufacturability designed into its fuel cell
systems, the company is forecasting
a cost performance above that
expected to be achieved by others in
its industry. These cost superiorities
are supported by extensive quotes
from potential vendors around the
world. As PowerAvenue’s cost
advantages enable lower prices,
PowerAvenue expects sales volume
to increase rapidly. Manufacturing
costs will be constantly driven lower,
which will enable continually lower
prices. The results of these volume
effects are shown on the financial
forecasts as the following assumptions:
• Fuel cell prices are estimated to
drop from around $3,500 per kW
to about $400 per kW for the
lowest-priced product line. The
average of all product lines will
remain more stable.
• Material costs are between 35
percent and 65 percent of the
total cost of PowerAvenue initial

2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2007

products and are forecast to
decrease fast enough to remain
under 40 percent as sales prices
drop approximately 10-fold.
• Manufacturing costs are expected
to decrease about 80 percent with
the volume increases shown in this
plan.
• Current vendors are committed to
matching component cost reductions to PowerAvenue cost
improvements based on the volumes forecasted.
• Total COGS percentage is
assumed to remain approximately
level as prices fall and volumes
increase. However, PowerAvenue
plans manufacturing efficiency
improvements of about 5 percent
per year from additional technical
improvements and a continuous
manufacturing improvement program.

The financial projections are based on
the following assumptions:


2004



PowerAvenue’s ability to penetrate
portions of the fuel cell market is estimated to grow significantly per year,
partially from growth of the economy but mostly from growth in acceptance within the market for fuel cell
technology.
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Financial Assumptions



Depreciation of capital assets is calculated on a 10-year straight-line basis.



Sales commissions will be utilized in
only a small percentage of sales;
thus the commission rate is assumed
to be about 2 percent over sales.



Sources for economic numbers supporting market estimates come from
agencies and sources such as the
American Almanac, U.S. Dept. of
Commerce, Hoovers, U.S. Census
Bureau, and EDGAR (SEC).

Integrated Financials
and Sales Projections
The company’s initial funding has come
from private investments. As the company grows and continues to develop
new and more advanced products for
the emerging power infrastructure markets, its needs will grow substantially.
The requested funds required to support the projected business growth will
be generated from a variety of

sources. The company anticipates an
initial public offering (IPO) on NASDAQ in late 2006.
2007.
The company anticipates developing
and introducing new product families
frequently, starting with portable
power systems in 2006, stationary
power systems in 2007, and power
plants (1 – 1,000 MW) in 2008. Each
of these product families could have
multiple product lines, each of which
should create ongoing revenue streams
for the company. As these product families mature and market penetration
increases, sales could grow significantly, predominately in 2007–2010. The
projected capital costs including equipment required to create the product
families, and the resulting sales, will be
predominately incurred in 2007–2010.
The financial projections shown are
based on the financial assumptions following these charts and tables and are
considered an integral part of these
integrated financials.

LIST OF DATA SOURCES
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1999 World
Development Indicators,
the World Bank
Utility Data Institute as
quoted by Wind Energy
Weekly, 29 May 1995
Energy Information
Administration,
International Energy
Annual 1996
Energy International
Administration, World
Energy Projection System
(1999)
Water in Crisis: A guide
to the World’s Fresh
Water Resources,
Peter H. Gleick
Water and Wastewater
Treatment, Export
Market Plan, U.S.
Department of
Commerce, International
Trade Administration,
1997
Sourcebook of
Alternative Technologies
for Freshwater
Augmentation in Some
Countries in Asia, .
UNEP International
Environmental
Technology Center
World Fuel Cell
Markets, Frost and
Sullivan, 1998
Bear Stearns, Distributed
Energy, April 2000
DOE, Department of
Energy,
www.energy.gov

Technical Data and Conversion Factors
TECHNICAL DATA AND CONVERSION FACTORS
We only need 1/100 of
one percent of annual
world rainfall to provide
all the global hydrogen
requirement.

Is there enough water to make all the hydrogen we need?
Global Energy demand
H2 from water
Water needed
Annual rain

4 x 1020 J/yr
1 GJ per 90 liter of H2O
3.6 x 1013 liters
3.6 x 1017 liters

POWER OF HYDROGEN
Pound for pound hydrogen holds
more energy
Hydrogen 52,000 BTU/lb (120 kJ/g)
Gasoline 19,000 BTU/lb (43.5 kJ/g)

Energy yield of hydrogen
1 kg of H2
1 kg of H2
1 kg of H2

115,000 BTU
33.3 kWh
120 MJ

Comparison to other fuels
Fuel (kg)

Output (kWh)

gasoline
methanol
propane
ethanol
butane
natural gas
HYDROGEN

13.0
5.6
12.9
7.5
12.7
13.9
33.3

Note: The hydrogen
extracted from water
will in the process of
running a hydrogen fuel
cell turn back into water
and replenish the original water from the environment.

Fuel efficiency comparison
1 gal of gasoline
25 mi
1 gal of hydrogen (1 kg) 60 mi

HYDROGEN STORAGE
Storage
concept

Grams of H2 stored
per liter of volume

Metal Hydrides
Liquid Hydrogen (-253 C)
Compressed H (5000 psi)

110
71
23

Example: Use of H2-Metal Hydride canisters in cars for a 300-mile range
Number of 4-in. by 14-in. canisters needed
Weight of each canister (H 2 included)
Lifetime charging cycle
Total range before canister replacement

PowerAvenue Corp is
strongly pursuing the
concept of hydrogen
storage using metal
hydrides. The table lists
the storage capacity of
metal hydrides compared to other traditional means of storage.

6
6.5 kg
500
150,000 miles
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Technical Data and Conversion Factors

PowerAvenue Corp, col laborating with several
top-ranked U.S. and
European universities,
has launched an aggres sive program to produce
silicon from sand and
further utilize silicon to
produce hydrogen. For
further details on this
innovative and propri etary technique, please
refer to other sections in
this document.

Sand with SiO2 content
of 80 percent or more is
abundant throughout the
globe. Many sand and
gravel companies offer
sand with SiO2 content
of 99 percent or better
at nominal cost.

Hydrogen Conversions and Facts
1 mole of H2
1 mole of H2
Heat of combustion
1 standard ft3 of H2

Operational Hydrogen Requirements (Fuel cell efficiency – 50%)
Power output (kW)

1000 kWh require
about 400 kg of sand.
But note that in the
PowerAvenue technique
of silicon application,
the sand is regenerated
and ideally would not
need replenishment.
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Mass rate (g/min)

Volume rate (Liters/min)

1
5
10
15
50
100

11
56
112
167
556
1,120

1
5
10
15
50
100

Power Conversion and Applications
Power rating

applications

15 – 100 W
1.5 kW – 2.5 kW
5 kW

small electronics, toys, etc.
bicycles, scooters, golf carts, fork lifts
2 – 3.3
stationary units, houses, campers, …
6.7
at 110 V, provides 45 Amps (typical homes
use about 40 amps at a given time);
several modules can provide typical power
high power, compact size applications
134
typical 1/2 ton truck uses two 100-kW
(total of 268 hp) units

100 kW

Example: A typical U.S.
household uses $60
worth of electricity per
month at 6 cents per
kWh, which means a
usage of 1,000 kWh.

2g
22.4 L
242 kJ/mol (LHV)
2.53g

hp

FROM SAND TO SILICON AND ON TO HYDROGEN

Percentage of SiO2 in Various Sands
Abu Dhabi “white desert” sand
Abu Dhabi “red desert” sand
Azerbaijan sand

83.8 %
81.8 %
89-92 %

1 kg of pure silicon (Si) can be extracted from 2 kg of SiO2 (“clean sand”)
1 kg of hydrogen is obtained from 7 kg of silicon, or
1 kg of hydrogen is obtained from 14 kg of sand, or
1 kg of sand yields 2.4 kWh of energy

PowerAvenue in the News



Trade Fair Basel 2006
PowerAvenue issues its newest products.



63rd International Motorcycle Exhibition in Milan, November 14-20, 2005
Presentation of PowerAvenue’s Hydrogen-Fuel Cell driven Bicycles at the
New Exhibition Center



Vanderbilt News, October 29, 2003
“Vanderbilt University to partner with fuel cell manufacturer”



Fuel Cell Today, October 29, 2003
“Vanderbilt University to partner with fuel cell manufacturer”



Tennessean, October 28, 2003
“Vanderbilt to beef up hydrogen fuel cell research through partnership”



Nashville Business Journal, October 28, 2003
“Vanderbilt to beef up hydrogen fuel cell research through partnership”



Great Lakes IT Report, October 15, 2004
“European fuel cell company announces plans for [US] manufacturing plant”



Energy Saving Trust Daily News, October 18, 2004
“[PowerAvenue] Fuel cell production facility planned for [USA]”



Fuel Cell Today, October 15, 2004
“PowerAvenue Announces Fuel Cell Facility in [US]”



Financial Times, October 26, 2004
“$150 Million Fuel Cell Production Facility Planned for [USA]”



Investment Business Daily, October 26, 2004
“$150 Million Fuel Cell Production Facility Planned for [USA]”



The Wall Street Journal, October 26, 2004
“$150 Million Fuel Cell Production Facility Planned for [USA]”
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PowerAvenue at a Glance
Organization Details
Organization Name:
Vision:

Web Site URL:
Address:
Country:
Primary Interest:

Primary Technology:
Product Type/Service:

Organization Description:

PowerAvenue Corp
To fundamentally change the way the world gets its source and clean power by bringing modular, low-cost, high-quality, mass-produced, point-of-use products to the power
system market. These environmentally safe products represent a significant competitive
advantage over traditional, high-cost, one-of-a-kind systems in use today.
PowerAvenue’s mission is to become a worldwide leader at providing “world class”
solution for secure and clean power.
www.PowerAvenue.us & www.PowerAvenueCorp.com
4215 Harding Rd., Suite 1202
Nashville, Tennessee 37205
U.S.A.
PowerAvenue is active worldwide in the field of alternative clean and secure power
generation and distribution, focusing on decentralized hydrogen production and its
use in fuel cells based on PEM technology. Applying a modular approach, fuel
cells of 0.05, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 6, and 12 kW are being produced. Using various modules in series, any targeted power demand is amiable.
Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) – Hydrogen Fuel Cells
Portable power products for bicycles, scooters, wheel chairs, forklifts, mini-bus,
recreational vehicles, etc., and ultimately to manufacture intelligent stationary
power product systems for residential, clinic & hospital, mobile trailer, IT facility, etc.
Primary region of interest: United States, Europe, Far East, and China
PowerAvenue, a mass manufacturer of PEM stationary and portable hydrogen
fuel cells, is a private company that is soon going public.

Contact Information
Contact Name:
Contact E-mail:
Phone Number:
Fax Number:

Prof. Dr. N. Auner
Prof. Dr. F. Shahrokhi
President - U.S.
Technical Director
PowerAvenue@aol.com Auner@chemie.uni-frankfurt.de
615.383.4906
+49.69.798.29591
615.269.3343
+49.69.798.29188

Advantages of PowerAvenue fuel cells
Global Power Market Manufacturing
 Low Weight and Volume: The PowerAvenue fuel cell
design makes it among the most compact and lightweight in the fuel cell industry and exceeds DOE
goals for mobile applications.
 Thermal Management: Every cell within a
PowerAvenue fuel cell stack is liquid cooled, which
increases the overall reliability and lifespan, with
average operating temperature 60 – 70 degrees C.
 Water Management: The PowerAvenue fuel cell has
been designed to perform well over a broad range of
gas humidity levels, making it ideal for the varying
conditions in real-world operation. The materials used
in the PowerAvenue fuel cell exhibit strong hydropho-





Dr. Rocco Guarnaccia
CEO
PowerAvenue@Bluewin.Ch
+41 79.425.2885
+41 61.311.4871

bic properties and are impervious to cell flooding.
Strong Membrane Electrode Assemblies (MEA): The
MEAs used in PowerAvenue fuel cells have the ability to withstand significantly higher operating pressures than all others in the fuel cell industry. The
incorporation of stronger membranes makes the fuel
cell more robust and resistant to damage and eliminates the MEA failures common in other PEM fuel
cells with similar high-performance outputs.
Chemical Compatibility: The PowerAvenue fuel cell is
non-metallic except for the catalyst, thus avoiding
catalyst poisoning. Most other PEM fuel cells contain
metals that can poison the electro-catalyst.
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PowerAvenue Product Size Range and Applications
The current PowerAvenue fuel cell is ideally suited to
power systems between 1 and 100 kW in three primary areas: mobile, stationary, and portable.
PowerAvenue has established a base-line family of fuel
cell modules that can be used to create power systems
in this range. The modules are designed to be 0.05,

0.3, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 6, and 12 kW stacks of common
fuel cell design that cover the typical consumer spectrum: low power for products such as power tools and
portable generators, medium power for products such
as lawn mowers and scooters, and high power for
mobile equipment and stationary power use.

Global Power Market








World population in the next two decades will grow
from 6.2 billion to 7.5 billion.
Demand for power is growing at twice the world’s
population growth rate.
Based on simple economics of supply and demand, it
is reasonable to assume the cost for energy will
increase several-fold.
Imposing the clean energy requirement will make the
cost astronomic.

Concluding from the above:
Conservative projection predicts the global power
equipment market will reach $2.7 trillion and power
sales $1.1 trillion by the year 2020.
 International Energy Agency (IEA) predicted the
worldwide demand for oil would increase from 77
million barrels per day to 120 million barrels.
 There is no way to predict oil cost per barrel; however,
in a few years’ time, oil rose from $10 to $68/barrel.


Manufacturing



Europe: manufacturing factory for mass production evaluation currently in Schwabach, Germany
U.S.A.: manufacturing factory for mass production evaluation ongoing in California and Tennessee

Capital Requirements
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The future belongs to those who plan for it.

“Join us in Hydrogen fuel cell economy for mass manufacturing of clean and secure energy.”
Dr. Rocco Guarnaccia, CEO

“Join us in the hydrogen fuel cell economy to overcome addiction to oil.
Prof. Dr. Firouz Shahrokhi, President

Will you join us?
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